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The development of Metric Differential Geometry is com
paratively recent. It was not until the early part of the
twentieth century that Metric Differential Geometry was ex
tensively developed.
The origin of this type of Geometry is due, to a large
extent, to Carl Fredrick Gauss (1771-1855), who originated
the parametric equations of curves and surfaces. Gauss was
among the first to develop the theory of surfaces.
The Purpose of this Study
Geometry is defined to be the study of the invariants of
a configuration under a group of transformations. Metric
Geometry is a study of this nature in which the group of
transformations is rigid motion. Differential Geometry is
a study of this nature, limited to the investigation of the
properties of a configuration in the neighborhood of a point.
In a course in Metric Differential Geometry we developed
some of the properties of curves and surfaces in the neigh
borhood of a point. The purpose of this study is to develop
some of the properties of surfaces with special emphasis on
developable surfaces.
Method of Procedure
The method which we shall employ is that of Gauss. It
is the method "by which the properties of surfaces are derived
from the consideration of two quadratic differential forms.
CHAPTER II
SOME PROPERTIES OP SURFACES
Proper Analytic Surfaces
A proper analytic surface is defined to be the locus of
a point P(x, y, z) which moves such that the coordinates of











and A, B and C are not all identically zero.
A singular point on a surface is a point for which A, B,
and C are all identically zero. Hence, it is possible for a
surface to be a proper analytic surface everywhere except at
a singular point on that surface.
The following is an example of a surface which is not a
proper analytic surface:
x z U + V
s: / 7 = ( U+U" )2







































Parametric Equations of a Surface
The coordinates of a point on a surface are expressed as
functions of two independent variables, hence the parametric




To determine the parametric equations of a sphere of
radius r, whose center is at the origin, draw the sphere by
representing its intersections on the xy, yz- and xz-planes*
Let M(x,y,z) be a point on the sphere. Let V denote the
angle, measured in a positive since, which the plane, through
the z-axis and the point M(x,y,z), makes with the xz-plane.
Let u_ denote the angle between the radius OH: r and the
positive z-axis. Let MP be a line perpendicular to the xy-
plane at a point P from M whose length is z. Draw a line PR
perpendicular to the xz-plane from P wuch that PR a y and
OR = x. -i
Consider the right triangle ORP.
cos v = T3p-
x = OP cos v (2)
sin V = _J.
y = OP sin V (3)
But from the right triangle OMP,
sin (90° - iA-) = -
r
z = r cos °- (4)
cos (90° - (X) = —
r
OP = r sin u-
By substituting this value of OP in equations (2) and (3)
we see that the equations of the sphere in the parametric
form are given by,
x z r sin U- cos IT
Sphere y = r sin «jl sin ir
z » r cos tf- ,
where
A =
r cos u- sin it -r sin".
B s




= r2sin2 w. cos v ,
r cos **■ cos V"
-r sin »*• sin it
I r2sin2 u- sin
C =
r cos w- cos v r cos u- sin v
-r sin u- sin v r sin u. cos v
(5)
- r sin u, cos a- cos •*- •(• r cos tu sin w- sinV
= r2sin u- cos u. (cos2 v- + sin2 v )
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= r sin u- cos t»- .
A question might arise as to what values of u- & v
determine singular points. There are three cases to be con
sidered.
Case 1. A = r2sin2 *■ cos V
If A = 0, then either
sin ix = 0, a- s 0°
or
cos us 0, V ; 9Cr
7
Case 2. B = r2sin2 u^ sin v
If B s 0, then either
sina: o, a- s o°
or
sinvr o, V s 0°
Case 3. C = r2sin v cos v cos2 a.
= r2sin u cos lC
= r2sin a- cos «*-
If C = 0, then either
sinu.5 o, tcs 0°
or
cosu.s o, *■** 90°
For lA-■ 0° and U-s 180° the above three cases are
satisfied, hence we have two singular points at tf. = 0° and
u. = 180°.
Parametric Curves on a Surface
As «- and v vary in equations (4), the point H generates
a sphere but as v varies and u. remains fixed, the point M
generates a parametric v -curve. Similarly as u. varies and
vr remains fixed M generates a parametric u- - curve. U- and
U* are called the curvilinear coordinates of the Point M on the
surface.





- y( u., j- )
jjl = z( ik , v )
We can change the parameters.
Tot- LA- S lA- f ut v ^
where
J =
Then the equations of the surface S are given by,
Tangent Plane
The tangent plane to a surface S at a point M is defined
to be the plane determined by all the tangent lines at M of
all the curves on S. This follows from the fact that a tangent
line to a curve on a surface is said to be the tangent to the
surface at the point of contact.
To derive the equation of the tangent plane to a surface,
let us consider a general curve on a surface S.
9
,$j r
Let P(| ,\ , s ) be any point on the tangent to C at
M(x,y,z) and let the direction cosines of the tangent be
(**■ » ^ » f ) • Let S be the arc measured along C from Ao to M.
Then the equations of the tangent to 0 at M are given by,
dx _ dL






- x - A m









$- •: X dzds (6)
where the equations of the curve in the curvilinear coordinates
is
C: V Z <t> ( a )
If M is on the surface S, then
dx _ w da.














, (f)-(-) >g (8)
Substituting equations (8) into equations (6) we get,
x. A<xu f xv f(u) ) te
--) >SS (9)
We must eliminate A and <J)'( «*-) from the three equations
(9) because they are arbitrary values referring to a general
curve on S. To do this equate the determinant of the coeffi
cients of /(. and ^>f( ll.) equal to zero. Hence,
-y- Ay.
du
























Therefore the equation of the tangent plane of S at M is,
- X
' 7 y v
j- z Z u.
: o
(10)
If we expand this determinant by the first column, equation
(10) may be written in the following form,
A(j -xliBd + yltClf - z) z 0, (11)
where M(x,y,z) is not a singular point. If M is a singular
point A Z 0, B Z 0 and C Z 0 and we have no tangent plane to
S at M.
Normal Line
The normal line to a surface S at a point M is defined to
be that line which is perpendicular to the tangent plane of S
at the point M.
For any plane Ax 4 By •+ Cz f D s 0 the coefficients A,B
and C of x, y and z are proportional to the direction cosines
of any line perpendicular to the plane. Hence the equations
of the normal line to the surface S at the point M are given
12
t - x. - y . 5 - z
B " CA " (12)
Suppose the equation of a surface is in the form,
F(x,y,z) = 0
If we differentiate first with respect to u» and again
with respect to if we obtain the following equations,
s 0
Expressing these in three equal ratios, we have,
z







where k "£ 0.
Substituting these values of A, B and G in equations
(12) and multiplying through by k, the equations of the tan
gent plane to the surface S at the point M becomes,
Px (| - x) +Fy(\ - y) + F, ( f - «) s 0 (13)
If a surface S is defined by an equation of the Mange
form,
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S: z z f(x,y)
then,
f(x,y) - z I 0.
Let
fx = p
If we consider F(x,y,z) in the preceeding discussion as
corresponding to f(x,y) - z then,
Px = fx
p = f z
y y "
If we substitute these values in equations (13), the equation
of the tangent plane to the surface S at the point M reduces
to,
p(| - x) + q(*l - y) - ( f - s) = 0 (14)
One-Parameter Family of Surfaces
A system of an infinity of surfaces is defined by an
equation of the form,
Sa: P(x, y, z, a) Z 0 (15)
Every particular value of the parameter a determines a surface
of this system. Such a system is defined to be a one-parameter
family of surfaces.
Let the value of the parameter be ao and a1 determining
14
respectively the following surfaces of the family defined by
equation (15).
2_a0: P(x, y, z, ao) Z 0 (16)
P(x, y, z, a») Z 0 (17)
The curve of intersection of the two surfaces V~aoand
y a1 is defined by,
P(x, y, z, ao) = 0
(18)
P(x. y. z, a') - F(x. y. z. a') . 0
a' - ao
where the second equation is a linear combination of y ao and
y af and af is in the neighborhood of ao.
The characteristic of a surface \ ao of the family of
surfaces Sa is defined to be the limiting position of the
curve of intersection of \ ao and \ a1 as a1 approaches ao.
Then, the equation of the characteristic Cao is,
P(x, y, z, ao) r 0
Ca0: 1
lira F(x, y, z, a') - F(x, y, z, ao) _ 0
a' * ao a* - ao
P (x, y, z, a) = o
Qa . 1 a-aO
°" P (x, y, z, a) =0 (19)
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Envelope of a Family of Surfaces
As a varies in equation (15) we have a family of an
infinity of surfaces. Each surface of the family has a
characteristic of the form (19). The locus of all the
characteristics of the surfaces of the family Sa is a surface
which is called the envelope of the family of surfaces.
We shall denote the envelope by Ea. Its equation is
determined by solving the second equation of (19) for a. We
then have as (n (x, y, z) of a into the first equation of
(19) we get,
Eas P(x, y, z, $ (x, y, z) = 0 (20)
Focal Point
The focal point of the characteristic Ca0 is defined to
be the limiting position of the point P, the point of inter
section of Cao and CaQ as a1 approaches aQ.







The point of intersection of Cao and Cao must satisfy the
above four equations and must satisfy a particular linear com
bination of the last two equations, F(x, y, z, a)| = 0
ij
|a=ao




P(x, y, z, a) z 0
P: / Fa(x, y, z, a) r 0
Fa(x,y,z,a)| - F (x,y,z,a)l = 0 ..(21)
lai'm a. ^o la?; B.f\
aof " ao
Prom the definition of the focal point of the characteris
tic we can determine the focal point of Cao by allowing a1 - aQ
in equations (21) and getting the limiting position of P. If
we allow ao» ->ao the coordinates of P satisfy the following
equations,
• ■'
( P (x, y, z, a)| I 0
P: Pa(x, y, z, a)) = 0
(22)
Edge of Regression
The edge of regression of an envelope Ea is defined to be
the locus of all the focal points of the characteristics of
all the surfaces of a family of surfaces.
Solving equations (22) for x, y and z we have,
f x = x(a)
Ea: < 7 = y(a)
z Z z(a)
The parametric equations of a curve represent the edge of
regression of the envelope.
CHAPTER III
DEVELOPABLE SURFACES
"A single example of a family of surfaces of one para
meter is afforded by a family of planes of one parameter.
Their envelope is called a developable surface."
Tangent Developable of a Curve C
(A,fl, Y)
Let the curve C be given by,
x z x(s)
C: J 7 Z y(s)
z s z(s), where s is the arc length
measured along C from some fixed point Mo to M(x,y,z). As
the arc s varies, the point M describes the curve C. For
every point M(x,y,z) an C, determined by different values of
s, there is a distinct osculating plane of C at M. Hence,
17
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there are an infinite number of osculating planes of the curve
C. This system of osculating planes constitutes a one-para
meter family of osculating planes of the curve C denoted "by
Ss. Its equation is given by,
Sa: P(x, y, z, s) z 0
I»et (5 >X»5 ) toe a variable point in the plane. Then,
(J - - 0 (1)
defines one of the osculating planes of the family Ss where
the general parameter has a particular value, say s^. Hence
the characteristic is given by,
- 0
!</-»> *•-£*■ r 0, which follows
from our discussion of a one-parameter family of surfaces.
\ \ x1 = 0 because X , ^L , V and x1, y1, z1 are the direc
tion cosines of perpendicular lines, the binormal of C at M




Prom the Prenet-Serret formulas /t ' s_ 14u hence,
« <
- x) \ = 0
or
x) 1 = 0 (2)
These are the equations of the osculating plane of C at
M(x, y, z) and the rectifying plane of C at M(x, y, z). They
intersect in the tangent line of the curve C at the point
M(x, y, z). Hence, Cai is the tangent line of C at M(x, y, z),
The envelope of a one-parameter family of surfaces is defined
to be the locus of all the characteristics of the surfaces of
the family of surfaces. In this particular case, the envelope
is the locus of the tangent lines to the curve C at M(x, y,z)
and is defined to be the tangent developable of C.
Expanding equations (2) we have,
(j - x) X * (\ - y)> * ( J - z) V =0










In the determinant *" J *
1 tn n
A jul v/
each element is its own cofactor hence,
i - * _ \ - y . f - z .
and
J=z-f-|t (2)
These equations define any point on the tangent line where s
is constant. When s is allowed to vary we have two parameters
s and t and equations (2) define a surface, the tangent deve
lopable or envelope.
Tangent developable: J| : y + /t
The coordinates of the focal point satisfy the following
equations,





I1 T - (—3- - -^-)» by the Prenet-Serret formulas. Then,
Pss: Vii - x) 4- + Y(| - x) -4- -SS' ) < g X -5- > (£ , *r 0
Prom equations (3) r"( £ - x) -~ = 0, hence
PSS! T( t - x) -i- = 0 or
Then the coordinates of the focal point must satisfy the
following equations,
x) A = o
x) 1 = 0
- x) «(. = 0
These are the equations of the osculating, rectifying and
normal planes respectively of C at M(x, y, z). They inter
sect in the point M(x, y, z), thus in this case the focal
point is the point M(x, y, z).
The edge of regression which is defined to be the locus
of all the focal points of all the characteristics, is the
curve C itself.
Rectifying Developable of a Curve C
For the purpose of determining the rectifying developable
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of C, let us consider the one-parameter family of rectifying
planes of C given by,
Ss * £< J - x) 1 = 0,
where ( £ »1l»f ) is a variable point in the plane.
When s s si we have a particular plane of the family given
The characteristic is given by,
- x) 1 = 0
or
- x) 1 = 0 (4)
where ,, .
C- is the intersection of (3) and (4) and is called the
sl
rectifying line. The locus of all the Ca is the envelope
of the family of rectifying planes or the rectifying develop
able.
If we express Ca in another form and solve for the
ratios of ( £ - x):( \- y):( f - z) we have,
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(f - x) - y)
m n
^ W t A. V \
n




Simplifying the denominator of the first term we have,
mfr , m /
f X
- ~~X (m V - n>*- )
Prom the deteiroinant
















Consider the parametric form of (2) and (3),
:M (-^- - 4-) t ,




\ Z y + (-^ - -£-) t
f s z f (_JL_ - -JL.) t , where t varies.
If we differentiate the first equation in (4) partially




Substituting this value in the parametric form (5) we
have the coordinates of the focal point.
X
Focal Point:
Polar Developable of a Curve C
Consider the one-parameter family of normal planes of a
curve C at M(x, y, z).
S_s P( x, y, z, s) I 0
2_Si: >(? - x) oC = 0 (6)
25
- x) et= o
Since V oL " 1» this reduces to,
Z 0
- x) CL = 0 (7)
Ca , the intersection of the two planes in equations (6) is a
line through the center of the osculating circle
(x + IS, y + m f, z 4 nS ) and parallel to the binormal.
Hence CS1 is the polar line of C at M(x, y, z).
The envelope is the locus of the Csts and defines the
polar developable. Since the polar line goes through
(x+l-/0,y + ra>°, z + n>°) and is parallel to the binormal,
its equation can be written as,
i.e. .
f : x - 1/ - ^ t
^ly-m/1 -At
f= E-n/- ^t (9)
Here, the t which is a constant must be chosen to
correspond to that s which determines the plane (6) whose
26
characteristic Ca Is (6) and whose polar line is (7). Sub-
this particular constant value of t in (7) will make ,
and constant and (9) will determine the focal point of the
characteristic.
To determine the t corresponding to s consider,
(x, y, z, s) : y"( t - x) 1 -/> I 0Fs
Fas(x, y, z, s) = Y( $ " x) 1' - J> • r 0
Since I1 Z —r- - —3?- , this reduces to
Paa(x, y, z, s) : V( j - x)(^ - -^-) - f> » = 0
Substituting the value of y( £ - x) from (7) in the above
equation we have,
Pss(x, y, z, s) =
P (x, y, z, s) z -~- f J>' Z 0
or
t : - -x p*
Substituting this value of t in equations (9) we have the
equations of the coordinates of the focal point where s is
constant.
As s varies these equations will determine the locus of




1. Compute A, B, C, D, E, P, G and H for the develop
able surface defined by the equations,
r x - x't f





Here the surface is defined in terms of the two-parameter


















| s = x» - x"t
t s X» Ut = yf




f - t z1 - z"t
yl Zt
= z'y1 - z»yMt - y«zf - y'z't
= t(z«y" - y'z")
= -4~( Vm -^ n)
B =
z« - z"t x» - x"t
z' x»
= t(x»z" - z'x")
= -jf-( *"n - ir 1)
- ->*■ t
C = x» - x"t y» - yMt
x» y1
t(y'x» - x'y")
^•(/ 1 - 4- m)
- h t
E r /..=.* s
x' - x"t)2
= x'2 - 2x'x"t - (x»t)2 - y'2 - 2y'yHt - (y"t)2 -
- 2z»z" - (z"t)2
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- 2t(x'x» - y'y1
t2
= 1 - *-
Pax'2- x'xMt - y'2 - y'y"t - z»2 - z»z"t
= 1 - t(x'xM - y'y" - 2s'zM) s l
G s x»2 - y'2 - z'2 = 1
2 ^2
2. Find the rectifying developable of a cyclindrical
helix.
The cyclindrical helix is given by,
s
x = a cos
helix: y = a sin
bs
■ s Va2 -
The rectifying plane




















1 = a"4 2 C°S \/ 2 2&d - b^ Va^ - b2
-a s
a2 - "h2 V a" - b'
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n = 0
Hence the equation of the rectifying plane becomes,
- (X - x)-
2-b2
cos
a2-b2 V*2-2=71- (Y~7)-2T2 Sin
= 0
a -b' - b'
or
a(X - x)cos s - a(Y - y) sin s I 0
\/a2 - b2 Va2- b5
The characteristic is given by
3 S_
(X - x) cos rz - (Y - y) sin = 0
- b'
(X - x) sin , 3 - (Y - y) cos , S = 0.
2 \/2 2
- b Va - b


























Hence the equation of the envelope or developable is,
(X - x) cos arc tan - (Y - y)sln arc tan = 0
3. Find the tangent developable of the cylindrical
31
helix.
The equations of the cylindrical helix are given by,
CJ
The tangent developable of the cylindrical helix is the
envelope of the one-parameter family of osculating planes of
the helix. The envelope consists of the infinity of character
istics of the osculating planes.
The family of osculating planes is given by,
j (X - x)X + (Y - y)>M (Z - z)V = 0
where x, y, z and A , >S Y are functions of s. Hence the
characteristic is given by,
- x) \ I 0
- x) Af -
X »J*- » V and x', yf, z1 are the direction cosines of per
pendicular lines, the binormal of C at M and the tangent of
G at M respectively, where M(x, y, z) is a point on the helix.
There \ \ x1 I 0 and the characteristic is given by
32
<v
- x) X : o
- x) X1 = o
From the Frenet-Serret formulas,
V(x - x) A : o







- x) A = o
V(X - x) 1 £0
For the helix these equations reduce to
(X - x) A f (Y - y) >M (Z - z) V =0












) (- a cos a









(a sin s -a cos 3
/a2 - b2 /a2 . b2
These equations define the tangent developable or envelope.
The edge of regression in this case is the curve itself
and is given by
x z a cos
- b'
Ej \ y : a sin
z =
4. To find the polar developable of the cylindrical
helix consider the one-parameter family of normal planes of
the cylindrical helix. One of the planes of the family would
be given by,
Y" (X - x) «l + (Y - y) /? 4 (Z - z) t - 0
<V
The characteristic is given by,
V(X - x) <* =0
= 0
34
Since ) bL s 1» this reduces to,
I
(X - x) 1 -/> = 0
(X - x) d r o
The polar developable of the helix would be the envelope
of all the characteristics of all the normal planes of the
one-parameter family of normal planes of the cylindrical
helix.
Its equations are given by,
Y = y t my» + /*-t
where
Z = z + nj* f \l t ,
■ - X - x-l/> - Y * y - - Z - z -
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
In this study we have developed some properties of
surfaces defined by parametric equations of the form,
s: ■ y ■ y( "•,•*)
Z 5 Z( I*-, V )
where U. and v are independent variables.
The following are some properties of such a surface:
1. The tangent plane to a surface,
= 0V 7
5- . Z v
2. The normal line to a surface
I - X - ^ - T . 5 ■ Z
ABC
We defined a one-parameter family of surfaces to be a
system of an infinity of surfaces given by an equation of the
form,
sa* F(x, y, z, a) s 0,
where different values of the parameter a determine* particular
surfaces of the one-parameter family of surfaces. We denoted
particular surfaces of a one-parameter family by,
35
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Vao: P(x, y, z, a)| » 0
*— /a=ao
The characteristic of a particular surface, y ao, was
defined to be the limiting position of the curve of inter
section of \ ao and a neighboring surface /&' as a1 ■> a0.
The equations of the characteristic of a particular surface,
\ a0, of a one-parameter family of surfaces, sa, are given by,
P(x, y, z, a)| z 0
cao: °
Pa(x, y, z, a)| I 0
|a=ao
The envelope of a one-parameter family of surfaces is
defined to be the locus of all the characteristics. The
equation of the envelope is,
Ea: P(x, y, z, <j)) r 0
The focal point of a characteristic is defined to be the
limiting position of the point of intersection of Ca and a
neighboring characteristic Cai as af-> ao. The coordinates of
the focal point of Cao must satisfy the equations
P (x, y, z, a)| = o
•arao
Pa (x, y, z, a)i z 0
i=ao
Paa(x, y, z, a)/ z 0
The edge of regression is defined to be the locus of all
37
the focal points.
We discussed the developable surfaces of a curve and
derived equations for the tangent developable, rectifying
developable and polar developable.
The tangent developable Is given by,
The rectifying developable is given by,
The polar developable is given by,
£ = x + 1/ ->t
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